The 1723 element: a long, homogeneous, highly repeated DNA unit interspersed in the genome of Xenopus laevis.
We describe a highly repeated DNA element in the Xenopus laevis genome. This sequence, named the 1723 element, was first identified among sequences that are transcribed during embryonic development. The element is present in about 8500 copies per haploid genome, which together accounts for about 2.4% of the genome. Most copies of the element have highly conserved restriction maps, and are interspersed in the genome. The copies range in size from 6000 to 10,000 base-pairs due to an expandable region that contains variable numbers of a tandemly repeating 183 to 204 base-pair unit. The element is framed by an imperfect 18 base-pair inverted sequence, and inverted repeats of 180 to 185 base-pairs are nearby. Sequence analysis of DNA adjacent to three cloned elements shows that the elements are flanked by 8 base-pair direct repeats. These and other properties of 1723 suggest that it may be transposable.